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PREFINISHED SIDING

Lasting
aesthetics

SIDING

PACK

FULL PALLET

Size

3050 x 186 x 8 mm

Quantity

4 Sidings

Surface (gross)

0,57 m2

Weight indication

26 kg

Surface (net)

0,55 m2

Quantity

144 Sidings
/ 36 packs

FASTENERS AND MATCHING ACCESSORIES

Proface®
finish profile

Proface®
support profile

SFS
profile screws

SFS
HPL fast fixing screws

SFS
rivet

Universal clips and
matching SFS clip screw

P U R A ® N F C BY T R ES PA

Proface®
outer-corner profile

PROFILES, HPL SCREWS AND RIVETS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS:

Classic Oak
(PU02)

Western Red Cedar
(PU31)*

Romantic Walnut
(PU08)

Tropical Ipe
(PU30)

Siberian Larch
(PU28)

Slate Ebony
(PU22)

Black
(PU90)

New York Grey
(PUL2581)

Metropolis Black
(PUL9000)

Aluminium
(PU00)

Aged Ash (PU17)/
Mystic Cedar (PU24)

*Available in 2021

TRESPA® INTERNATIONAL
The NFC in Pura® NFC stands for natural fiber core.
The high-pressure laminate is made of up to 70%
natural fibers, which go through an advanced in-house
developed manufacturing process. All Pura® NFC
products are certified according to PEFC™ standard.

TRESPA - THE ARCHITECTS’ CHOICE FOR OVER 60 YEARS
Pura ® NFC is designed and created by Trespa, a specialist panelling and siding
company headquartered in the Netherlands. Founded in 1960, Trespa is the first
choice of exterior panelling for many of the world’s leading architects, who insist
on quality, reliability and durability for their projects.

SINCE 1960
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Go to PURA-NFC.COM to get inspired
and see some of our customer stories.
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Pura® NFC by Trespa clads buildings in enduring
elegance – maintaining its beauty and smooth
surface in the face of the elements. The premium
façade solution is designed to be durable, low
maintenance and easily installed.
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De Barsy home and office, Boulaide, Luxembourg

Stunning
for decades
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Pura® NFC can be the solution for your project if you
want it to stand out as an architectural element or
to harmonize with the landscape or other building
materials. The closed surface created by Trespa’s
proprietary Electron Beam Curing (EBC) makes it hard
for dirt to build up, locking it out and locking in the color.
The siding’s high impact resistance allows the building
to safely withstand daily wear and tear. The siding will
keep its hue vibrant and your project exquisite.
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High impact and
scratch resistance
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All-season
durability
The façade of a building is meant to look good,
and it should also protect what’s behind it.
But what protects the façade? Nothing, unless
the materials themselves are manufactured with
world-class technology. Pura® NFC by Trespa
uses next-generation Electron Beam Curing (EBC)
technology to create a closed and smooth surface.
The system is built for rough weather and can
withstand high impact and scratch resistance.
The built-in color stability means Pura® NFC
will look good for years without any
replacement or refurbishment.
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No painting
or refinishing
needed
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Hassle-free
maintenance
Pura® NFC by Trespa isn’t just beautiful; its durability
means you do not have to worry about it. The closed
surface prevents dirt from building up, making
cleaning easy and infrequent. Contaminants like soot,
salt, graffiti and permanent markers won’t build
up and are easy to remove. Your home can keep
its vibrant beauty year after year. It’s yet another
way that buildings with Pura® NFC façades give
owners less to worry about and more time to enjoy
their home with friends and family. Pura® NFC is an
investment in lasting curb appeal.

The closed surface created by Trespa’s proprietary Electron Beam
Curing (EBC) technology makes it hard for dirt to build up, locking it
out and colors in.
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Private house, Dartmouth, United Kingdom

Siding is intended to
be outdoors, after all
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You want a product that looks great after decades of use.
Whether it’s salty sea air, wind, rain, humidity or intense
sunlight, Pura® NFC by Trespa stands up to the elements.
Imagine the beauty of a seaside home without the need
for constant repair. Envision your outdoor living space
that remains beautiful and inviting regardless of intense
sun, humidity or winter conditions. The Pura® NFC system
is manufactured for long-lasting performance and beauty
– an investment in the future.
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Harmonizing
with nature
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A rich palette
of colors
WOOD DECORS
PU02 Classic Oak
NEW

PU31 Western Red Cedar

Available in 2021

PU08 Romantic Walnut
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PU30 Tropical Ipe
PU28 Siberian Larch
PU24 Mystic Cedar
PU17 Aged Ash
PU22 Slate Ebony

LUMEN
NEW

PUL2581 New York Grey

NEW

PUL9000 Metropolis Black

Pura ® NFC Lumen gently diffuses light
for a modern or ethereal look.
Its low reflection of light gives the
façade a smooth matte appearance.

Assisted living apartments,
Bree, Belgium
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NEW

PURA® NFC Lumen

PUL9000
Metropolis Black
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A complete
solution
P U R A ® N F C BY T R ES PA

Pura® NFC comes with a tailored collection
of installation clips, color-matched profiles
and fasteners – everything needed to create
an evenly hued façade. Every detail can look
exactly as it was designed. The siding comes
prefinished, but if they need to be fitted for
a dormer or eaves, the strength of Pura® NFC
means installers can saw without splinters or
shattering. Also, the edges don’t need sealing –
the durability and hue go all the way through.
Corners stay sharp, and flats stay smooth.

PURA® NFC

PU24
Mystic Cedar
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Install once,
and be done
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No-fuss
installation
Pura® NFC is engineered to be used in a ventilated façade solution
that’s easily installed. The relatively low weight of the prefinished
siding makes them easy to slide into place, and their durability
means they can handle a rough build site. The combination
of durability and ventilation helps Pura® NFC withstand
challenging climates.
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1. PURA® NFC siding
2. PURA® NFC clip
3. Color-matched profile
4. EPDM
5. Subframe
6. Color-matched fasteners

1

8

7. Load-bearing wall
8. Ventilation airflow

The system includes an air
cavity in front of the loadbearing wall, allowing an
airflow that prevents heat

This sketch is intended as a general overview only.

or moisture accumulation.

Scan the QR code for a video
on installation. Detailed technical
specifications are at TRESPA.INFO.
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Delivery program
WOOD DECORS

COLOR
CODE

COLOR
NAME

PU02

Classic Oak

•

•

PU31

Western Red Cedar

•

•

PU08

Romantic Walnut

•

•

PU30

Tropical Ipe

•

•

PU28

Siberian Larch

•

•

PU24

Mystic Cedar

•

•

PU17

Aged Ash

•

•

PU22

Slate Ebony

COLOR
CODE

COLOR
NAME

NEW

PUL2581

NEW

PUL9000

NEW

Available in 2021

LUMEN

CORE
Brown

FINISH
Black

•

CORE
Brown

Black

Diffuse

New York Grey

•

•

Metropolis Black

•

•

Looking for different colors? Pura® NFC is available in a wide range
of Trespa® colors and decors.
For more information, please contact your local Trespa representative.

PURA-NFC.COM .
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•

FINISH

SPECIAL REQUEST

Order samples at

Matte

